LEADERSHIP AND POLITICS IN INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS
Monday, July 13: 9:00 – 12:15 pm

Professor James Raymond Vreeland
e-mail: James.Vreeland@Georgetown.edu
tel: 202-687-7846

Course Objectives:
This course addresses political control of international institutions – notably the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank, and the Asian Development Bank. The course will begin by outlining the leadership of the United States and Japan, and then will turn to the rise of the G20, the BRICS, and China’s leadership in new institutions. The course will offer a political explanation as to why China has played a leading role in founding the Chiang Mai Initiative, the BRICS Bank, and, perhaps most importantly, the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB).

Discussion Questions:
1. Considering its rapid rise in economic power, what will be the role of China in multilateral institutions?
2. How does political power at international financial institutions influence their lending practices?
3. Should China continue to seek stronger leadership positions in the old Bretton Woods Institutions (the IMF and the World Bank)?
4. Should China continue to develop new international institutions?
5. Should China work on developing global or regional institutions?

Outline for class sessions:
Session 1: Money & Influence on International Stage
Session 2: Global Cooperation and Change: Rise of the G20

Primary take-away points:
1. A basic understanding of the politics of the IMF, the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the Chiang Mai Initiative, the G20, and the UN Security Council
2. An understanding of how governments expect political influence in return for their financial support of international organizations

Readings: